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“WE CARRY THE DISTANCE MIGRATED BY OUR MOTHERS” (DETAIL) BY JESS X. SNOW/WWW.JESSXSNOW.COM

■
We need more than a shift from fossil fuels.
We need a justice-centered movement for clean energy, with
energy produced and owned by the communities who use it.

O

n November 29, 2018, a large crowd

of protestors disrupted a meeting of the California Public Utilities Commission.
They demanded that the agency hold Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E)
accountable for causing a rash of wildfires that were jeopardizing life in Northern
California. The commissioners called in the state police to clear the vocal
protestors from the normally staid proceedings; Shortly thereafter, the
commissioners advanced a $6.1 billion credit rescue of one of the most powerful
monopoly utilities in the nation.1
Just weeks before, smoke and ash blanketed Northern California, turning it into
a gray toxic soup. On November 8, faulty PG&E transmission lines sparked what
became at that time the largest wildfire in California history: Over seventeen days, the utility-caused Camp Fire killed eighty-five people, consumed more
than one hundred and fifty thousand acres, and incinerated eighteen thousand
buildings. The town of Paradise was turned into a living hell.2
A year-and-a-half later, on June 16, 2020, PG&E pleaded guilty to eighty-four counts
of involuntary manslaughter.3
The Camp Fire was just one of seventeen wildfires in 2017 and 2018 for which
PG&E was found responsible, amounting to an estimated $30 billion in damage.4
All the while, the utility paid out executive bonuses and $4.5 billion in dividends
to shareholders.5 Two months after the disruption of the Commission meeting,
PG&E filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy, leaving wildfire survivors and ratepayers
picking up the $30 billion tab.6
PG&E represents just one example of a legacy energy model that has long dominated electric power distribution in the United States. After a rash of climate-induced disasters that have exposed this system’s vulnerabilities and inequities, a
grassroots movement is growing to radically transform it—one that sees a transition to renewable energy technology as part of a broader restructuring and
transformation of the energy system.
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DETAIL OF “WE CARRY THE DISTANCE MIGRATED BY OUR MOTHERS” BY JESS X. SNOW/WWW.JESSXSNOW.COM

ENERGY—THAT ESSENTIAL RESOURCE DRIVING ALL HUMAN ACTIVITY, FROM PRODUCING THE
ESSENTIALS OF LIFE TO TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS, CREATIVE ARTS, AND BEYOND—IS
CURRENTLY AT THE CORE OF THE MOST CRITICAL ISSUES WE FACE TODAY.

ENERGY

such as with Executive Order 14008, Tackling the Climate

Energy—that essential resource driving all human activity,

Crisis at Home and Abroad.8

from producing the essentials of life to transportation, communications, creative arts, and beyond—is currently at the
core of the most critical issues we face today: economic
inequality, racial injustice, ever-declining health, ecosystem
destruction, and, of course, the climate crisis.
We face a climate crisis largely because energy in our
economy functions as a commodity instead of a life-giving
resource. The climate crisis is an inconvenient truth for
capitalism—predicated on the notion that the planet is an
infinite reserve, here for our use, to be plundered, poisoned,
and degraded, and where anything not deemed fit for the
commodity market can be destroyed as “collateral damage.”
Against this existential threat, people are fighting back, as

At the same time, many grassroots climate activists are
asking questions about how their efforts can and must move
beyond the basic goal of a technical transition to clean
energy. They are asking, “Who will determine what the transition to renewable energy looks like?” “Who will control it?”
“Who will benefit, or be hurt?”
A transition to renewable energy really means a transition to
electricity—electricity generated from renewable energy
sources. For the most part, that means relying on the legacy
system of electric utilities and the set of institutions that
underwrite and support them.
And that’s a huge problem.

around the world have done their utmost for centuries to be

A DECAYING, OUTMODED,
CENTRALIZED ENERGY MODEL

good stewards of the Earth, its species, and resources, and

For the electric utilities and their financial backers, a transi-

to prevent the ecocide currently being perpetrated globally

tion to renewable energy is mainly an opportunity to extend

in the name of “development.” The recent Green New Deal

the legacy fossil fuel energy model to renewable sources of

and Red Black and Green New Deal go a good way in this

electricity. For them, a transition to renewable energy sources

direction; and the Red Deal, authored by The Red Nation,

means a switch to big solar plantations and large wind farms,

explicitly centers the frontline climate justice work as advanc-

generally remote from electricity customers and dependent

ing “the radical transformation of all social relations between

on existing and new long-distance transmission infrastructure.

they always have. Most prevalently, Indigenous peoples

humans and Earth.”

7

MOVING BEYOND FOSSIL FUELS
Thanks in large part to the sustained efforts of grassroots
climate advocacy groups, significant parts of the U.S. political and corporate establishment are beginning to recognize

President Joe Biden has virtually codified this approach in
his signature infrastructure package. The bill sets aside
$73 billion of investments in thousands of miles of power
lines that would carry electricity from remote wind turbines
and solar farms to faraway electricity users.9

the need—in words if not always in actions—to transition

Ownership of that grid infrastructure and energy decision

our energy system away from fossil fuels.

making would remain centralized in powerful financial inter-

Shareholders are challenging their peers at oil corporation
annual meetings. Parts of the Democratic Party appear to

ests. In most cases, this means Wall Street financing with
political support from state regulatory agencies.

no longer be coddling the Washington oil lobby. Wall Street

We’ve seen just how harmful the impacts of this legacy

is trying to figure out how it will dispose of stranded fossil

system can be. Across the United States, hundreds of thou-

fuel assets as investors are beginning to jump ship. The

sands of people—sometimes millions—have been left

Biden administration is taking positions on climate that,

without power for days or weeks as unprecedented storms

limited as they are, no other administration has taken before,

bring down transmission lines. In 2012, Hurricane Sandy
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A TRANSITION TO RENEWABLE ENERGY THROUGH THIS CORPORATE, CENTRALIZED UTILITY
SYSTEM DOES NOT QUALIFY AS A “SOLUTION” TO THE CLIMATE CRISIS. A DIFFERENT
TRANSITION TO RENEWABLE ENERGY IS NEEDED.

residents suffered prolonged outages this past February

AN ALTERNATIVE VISION:
ENERGY DEMOCRACY

that left 4.5 million homes and businesses without power,

Energy democracy is a worldwide movement of working

caused over 210 deaths, and resulted in unprecedented

people, low-income communities, and communities of color

spikes in the cost of electricity—all due to failure of the

working to take control of energy resources from the corpo-

utility system to prepare for a cold snap that was predicted

rate energy establishment and use those resources to

decades ago.11

empower their communities. It is a movement focused on

left many New Yorkers without power for two weeks.10 Texas

In Puerto Rico, in 2017, Hurricane Maria resulted in nearly

energy justice.

three thousand deaths, according to a study commissioned

As Crystal Huang, coordinator of the Energy Democracy

by the Puerto Rican government, with many of those deaths

Project, a collaboration of close to forty affiliated energy

the direct result of a lack of electricity that left residents

democracy organizations, explains, “Energy democracy is

without power for medical equipment, food, water, and

about local communities taking in their own hands the

shelter for months after the hurricane.12

responsibility of building a cleaner and more equitable

“The storm laid bare the vulnerabilities of our transmission
and distribution system and an electricity model that left our
communities exposed to power failures,” explains Ruth Santiago, an environmental and community lawyer who works

future. Our communities seek solutions that address the
economic and racial inequalities that an otherwise decarbonized

economic

system

would

continue

to

perpetuate.”14

with numerous groups such as Comité Diálogo Ambiental.

Energy democracy implies a profound shift in our relation-

“The U.S. colonial relation to Puerto Rico—Black and Brown

ship to energy: how energy use impacts the ecosystem, how

people—has created conditions of dependence on central-

it impacts economic development, and how it impacts racial

ized, fossil-fired generation that dramatically amplified the

disparities. “The question is whether we will build [the new

impact of the storm and resulted in the death of so many

energy] system on a foundation of justice and equity or

Puerto Ricans.”

whether we will build that system using the very same tools

13

These impacts illustrate two key truths.

that landed us in this disaster in the first place,” writes
Shalanda Baker, deputy director for energy justice and sec-

The first is that increasing reliance on remote sources of

retarial advisor on equity at the U.S. Department of Energy,

electricity and long-distance transmission infrastructure,

and author of Revolutionary Power: An Activist’s Guide to

which put millions of people at risk, is exactly the wrong

Energy Transition.15

strategy for mitigating the impacts of climate change—it
amplifies these impacts.

Baker and other energy democracy advocates identify with
a growing climate justice movement: activists who see oppo-

The second is that low-income communities and communi-

sition to fossil-fuel capitalism as key to transforming our

ties of color—those with the least resources and most at

economic system more deeply. That movement is an out-

risk from electricity shutoffs—bear the brunt of the failures

growth of the environmental justice movement, which for

of centralized energy systems, intensifying the racialized

thirty years has sought to combat the disproportionate

impacts of these failures.

harmful impact of energy development on low-income com-

In short, a transition to renewable energy through this corporate, centralized utility system does not qualify as a “solution” to the climate crisis. A different transition to renewable
energy is needed.
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control over resources, and community empowerment.
Energy democracy is part of the broader struggle for social
and economic justice.
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IN RECENT YEARS, A CONSCIOUS ENERGY DEMOCRACY MOVEMENT HAS EMERGED THAT
SEES THE DECENTRALIZED ENERGY MODEL AS THE WAY TO PUT ENVIRONMENTAL, RACIAL, AND
ECONOMIC JUSTICE AT THE FOREFRONT OF THE TRANSITION TO RENEWABLE ENERGY.

A NEW, DECENTRALIZED ENERGY MODEL
possible, we need to shift from the old, centralized energy

advocating for best operational practices to
promote community benefits and equity among
California’s twenty-three local public Community

model to a new, decentralized energy model.

Choice energy agencies

■

To realize the broad benefits that renewable energy makes

Decentralized control of renewable energy resources is made
possible by the fact that renewable energy resources, by their
very nature, are distributed. Solar energy, wind, geothermal
energy, energy conservation, energy efficiency, energy
storage, microgrids, and demand response systems are

■

taking on major private utilities to democratize
energy and build community energy resilience

■

working to return the nation’s rural electric
cooperatives, predominantly in poor regions of
the United States, to democratic governance

energy resources that can be found and developed in all

This emerging movement has even spawned a congressional

communities.

resolution, House Resolution 457, introduced by Represen-

The decentralized energy model emphasizes the deployment
of distributed energy resources and investment in our communities: local economic development, local jobs, business
opportunities, local workforce development, and local wealth
building. This model is the polar opposite of the centralized
energy model in operation today. It calls for control, ownership, and decision making regarding renewable energy
resources to reside in the community rather than in remote
corporate boardrooms. It is the basis for a democratized
energy system centered on justice.

A GROWING MOVEMENT
In recent years, a conscious energy democracy movement
has emerged that sees the decentralized energy model as

tatives Cori Bush (D-MO) and Jamaal Bowman (D-NY). Their
resolution to promote public electric utilities also aims to
“facilitate the development of community owned and controlled clean energy resources” and to “create transparent
and equitable systems for public participation and cultivate
processes for community governance over energy production, distribution, and procurement decisions.”17

PRIVATE UTILITIES STAND IN THE WAY
But private investor-owned electric utilities (IOUs), responsible for about two-thirds of all national electricity sales, have
for years waged a relentless campaign to undermine the
decentralized, justice-centered approach to energy generation and distribution.

the way to put environmental, racial, and economic justice

Take on-site solar generation. Often called rooftop solar, it

at the forefront of the transition to renewable energy. The

refers to property owners installing solar panels—local clean

base of this movement is mainly local initiatives led mostly

energy—to provide the electricity needed on their property.

by women in communities of color across the United States.

Many states have established programs to encourage on-site

Many of these are affiliated with the Energy Democracy

solar under policies known as net energy metering, which

Project, a collaboration that grew out of a 2019 national

establishes compensation rates for solar customers when

Strategic Convening on Energy Democracy.

they export excess electricity produced by their solar panels

The movement’s initiatives take many forms, such as:
■

■

to the grid.

organizing for installation of solar panels on
residential properties in low-income communities across the United States

The IOUs have banded together to oppose these policies,

promoting the development of a new generation
of consumer energy cooperatives in low-income
and BIPOC communities nationally

it, that would put the utilities out of business.18 The IOUs linked

regarding on-site solar generation as a threat to their centralized energy model—a “utility death spiral,” as they have called
up with the right-wing lobby, the American Legislative Exchange
Council (ALEC), to introduce more than seventy bills in
thirty-seven states to weaken solar net metering policies.19
Fall 2021
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UNLESS WE ADDRESS INSTITUTIONALIZED RACISM WITHIN THE ENERGY SECTOR . . .
WE WILL NOT BE SUCCESSFUL IN FIXING THE CLIMATE CRISIS.

■

The IOUs and ALEC have falsely argued that on-site solar

Many passionate, dedicated climate activists are advocating

users increase the cost of electricity for non-solar custom-

for a transition to 100 percent renewable energy without

ers. They have framed this purported “cost shift” as hurting

specifying who will develop and control that renewable

low-income households: effectively invoking a racial wedge

energy, to what end, to whose benefit, and at whose expense.

to pit solar adopters and non-solar customers against each

The impetus is simply to decarbonize the economy with

other, an effort to undermine the growth of on-site solar.20

renewable energy but otherwise leave the basic extractive

In response, supporters of decentralized energy have

and unjust economic and social system intact.

recently scored at least one significant victory. On June 3,

This approach leaves us at the mercy of the corporate utility

2021, a broad statewide coalition of activists defeated an

establishment. “It ignores the specific needs of people of

IOU attempt to bring on-site solar to a screeching halt in

color. It promotes programs that force low-income people to

California. The state’s IOUs called for passage of AB-1139—

pay unfairly for carbon reduction. It exposes our communities

an effort right out of the IOU/ALEC playbook, to address what

to increased risks, and it sacrifices justice in the urgent rush

the utilities claim to be “inequities” by making it uneconom-

to reduce carbon,” says Jessica Tovar of the Local Clean

ical for customers to invest in on-site solar.

Energy Alliance. “Time and again, it ends up throwing people

21

But a massive mobilization of activists, led by the Solar

of color under the bus.”23

Rights Alliance, was not fooled by the phony IOU “cost-shift”

Unless we address institutionalized racism within the

narrative, nor by the hypocritical “equity” ploy. Ultimately,

energy sector—and that requires democratizing energy

despite a full-court press by the IOUs, the bill was blocked

within an energy justice frame—we will not be successful

by activists in the state Assembly.22

in fixing the climate crisis. “I think energy, the energy tran-

The struggle over on-site solar policy rages on at the California Public Utilities Commission. But energy activists took
on and confronted the IOUs’ effort to undermine the decentralized energy model in California, and won an important
round.

sition, lends itself to the possibility of justice—because you
can put solar on rooftops, because people can come
together to own a project that will power their community,”
says Baker. “It’s not inevitable that this will be unjust. We
can change it. I think this is a remarkable opportunity to
really take back the energy system in service of those
who’ve been on the bottom.”24
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